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ABSTRACT 

People working in banks face many problems, including approving loans. The project proposes a loan sanctions 

system that determines whether a loan should be provided to someone based on certain attributes. Although the 

bank follows strict rules and regulations, and conducts detailed background checks when approving loans, and 

keeps in mind the individual's ability to repay the loan, in this case, people often fail to repay the loan and have 

already given it to him. In this project, the system , propose for bankers will help them predict the trusted 

customers who have applied for loans, thereby increasing the chance of timely repayment of loans. This 

prediction is done using LSTM neural network. To improve the performance of LSTM , Whale optimization 

algorithm is used in this project. 

Keywords:- Loan eligibility, Classification, LSTM, WOA, optimized. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Machine learning (ML) is a subfield of artificial intelligence (AI) [18]. The goal of machine learning 

is usually to understand the structure of the data and fit the data to a model that people can understand 

and use. Although machine learning is a field of computer science, it is different from traditional 

computing methods. In traditional computing, an algorithm is a set of clearly programmed instructions 

that a computer uses to calculate or solve problems. In contrast, machine learning algorithms allow 

computers to train data input and use statistical analysis in order to output values that fall within a 

specific range. Therefore, machine learning helps computers build models based on sample data, 

thereby automatically executing decision-making processes based on data input. 

Machine Learning has become one of the mainstays of information technology and with that, a rather 

central, albeit usually hidden, part of our life. Machine learning can appear in many guises [7]. Machine 

Learning is the field of study that gives computers the capability to learn without being explicitly 

programmed. ML is one of the most exciting technologies that one would have ever come across. 

Machine learning is the technology that allows systems to learn directly from examples, data, and 

experience [35]. 

Machine learning is used to teach machines how to handle the data more efficiently. Sometimes after 

viewing the data, we cannot interpret the pattern or extract information from the data. In that case, we 
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apply machine learning. With the abundance of datasets available, the demand for machine learning is 

in rise. Many industries from medicine to military apply machine learning to extract relevant 

information. The purpose of machine learning is to learn from the data. Many studies have been done 

on how to make machines learn by themselves [4]. Loan forecasts are very helpful for bank employees 

and applicants. The purpose of Machine learning is to provide a quick, direct and easy way to select 

qualified applicants. It can provide banks with special advantages. ML is used to predict the candidate 

eligible or not for the loan. The property of good loan eligible prediction system are: a) It must be able 

to identify the not eligible person accurately, b) It must quickly predict the eligible or not eligible  

cases, c) At any case a eligible person should not be consider as a not eligible person. 

Machine learning algorithms have the ability to improve themselves through training. Today, three 

prominent methods are used to train ML algorithms. These are the three types of machine learning: 

supervised learning, unsupervised learning and reinforcement learning 

2. REVIEW OF RELATED WORKS  

Due to the massive rise [10] in the development in the economy, there has been huge increment in the 

requirements of customer s personal loans. As the borrower’s behaviors are too constant, have high 

uncertainty and are fuzzy in nature. The banks are very much anxious about the repayment of the 

money. In this study, the authors dig the default patterns from the big data of the banks. The authors 

used the SOM for dividing the borrowers into various groups. Finally, the behavior and the 

characteristics of the borrowers of every group are analyzed, so that the credit risk can be lowered for 

the consumer loans. 

This article [53] examines the four types of the Chinese commercial banks for examining the cost and 

profit efficiency from 2002- 2013. They found that the domestic banks are less cost efficient and more 

profit efficient whereas the foreign banks are least profit efficient and having most cost efficient. After 

WTO transition period, the profit efficiency gap has widened between the domestic and foreign banks. 

The authors also used Auto Regression method to find a relationship within the efficiency and SROE. 

The authors [12] used the data of the commercial and deposit banks to determine and estimate the 

attributes for the banks risk. According to investors, the banks having small loan maturity positions 

are safer for investment which increases the trading income. 

In banking sector retails loans play a key role in many countries. Loans provided to individuals are 

regarded as riskier then loans given for business person. The author in this article [36] used the fuzzy 

logic model for the loan evaluation. In this model, it consists of five input variables: income, 

employment, character, credit history which shows the standing credit. Based on the degree of the 

membership of the linguistic terms of the fuzzy output, the applicants standing credit should be 

classified as high, medium, low. 
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In this article [6] the author proposed an algorithm that is SCAD- Simultaneous Clustering and 

Attribute Discrimination which performs feature weighting and clustering simultaneously. This 

algorithm is used for the analyses of the repaid information of the bank loan, which can efficiently find 

the associated weight of the loan information factors and can realize the potential customer. 

In this article [49], the author applied machine learning Technology and preprocessing algorithms to 

analyze Credit risk involved in peer-to-peer loans system. These techniques are used to explore, 

analyze And determine the factors that play an important role Used to predict the credit risk in Lending 

Club. 

In this article [52], the author measured Bank loans based on prospect theory. Company Profile People 

with lower credit ratings have difficulty getting loans from banks bank. The author found the direct or 

Indirectly affect the willingness and performance of the loan Some certain measures, in return, these 

measures are used to solve The company’s financial issues. 

In this article [1], the author uses data mining techniques For example, the K-mean method, which is 

clustering technology and decision tree, is used to analyze customers’ personal loans and Used to 

analyze the customer's payment performance Reduce the risk rate in decision-making. 

In this article [56], the author collected bank loan data There are 96 features and 10415 samples. Author 

Data mining methods such as relief algorithms and data mining are used PCA is used to analyze and 

extract the characteristics of non-performing loans in NPL Commercial banks through relatively bad 

and Perform loan records. This research can find non-performing loans, Capture warning signs from 

commercial banks. 

Author [57] used for rough set and BP neural network Internet to find the default risk of personal loans. 

they First construct the default index of personal loans, and then Used for streamlined rough set, and 

then used on sample BP The neural network is trained. 

Based on probability of default and risk capital RAROC The method integrates the pricing method. 

The method [26] is Used to analyze the pricing status of bank loans. analysis Various attributes, such 

as credit risk, identifying risk types, The probability distribution of the loan. 

In this article, the author [40] uses such as Logistic regression and CART and such as The loss matrix, 

matrix weights and prior probabilities Manage unbalanced data. The author focuses on Credit risk in 

bank data using machine learning technology. 

In this article, the author [9] analyzes the risk. The Finnish Interbank Payment System is the most used 

The entropy idea of estimating transaction matrix payment Then show the mechanism of risk. 
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In this article [54], the author uses Bayesian rule, so The bank can correctly determine the type of 

business in order to Avoid making mistakes when determining loans. Overall In the process, the author 

uses game theory to find Issues related to inter-enterprise credit financing And the bank. 

In this article [55], the author applied SVM or implemented Analysis of corporate debt repayment data 

Reduce the risk of banks providing loans. they Compare the classification results of Logistic regression 

And neural network evaluation model. The main points of the paper SVM-based classification is better 

than Logistic Return after comparison. 

3. PROPOSED LSTM NETWORK AND WOA DRIVEN INTELLIGENT 

METHOD FOR LOAN ELIGIBILITY PREDICTION 

This section This section describes the peculiarities and operating conditions of the loan eligibility 

system. The proposed method illustrates Three layers of control such as, 1) Pre-processing of data 2) 

Feature selection, 3)Long-Short Time Memory(LSTM) network and WOA. Figure 1 shows the block 

diagram of the proposed LSTM network driven intelligent method for loan eligibility prediction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.1 Block diagram for proposed method 
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3.1.1 Pre-processing 

Feature extraction is one of the most important pre-processing steps [7]. Data pre-processing is the 

process of preparing raw data and making it suitable for machine learning models. This is the first step 

in creating a machine learning model, and it is also a crucial step. When creating machine learning 

projects, it’s not always the case with neat and formatted data. Moreover, when performing any 

operations on the data, it must be cleaned up and placed in a formatted manner. 

Actual data usually contains noise, missing values, and may be in an unusable format that cannot be 

directly used in machine learning models. Data pre-processing is a necessary task to clean up data and 

make it suitable for machine learning models, which also improves the accuracy and efficiency of 

machine learning models. Data pre-processing is a necessary step before building a model with these 

functions.  

3.1.2 Yeo-johnson transformation 

The Yeo-Johnson transformation is an extension of the Box-Cox transformation and can be used for 

variables with zero and negative and positive values. This transformation is typically done on the 

outcome variable using the residuals for a statistical model (such as ordinary least squares). Here, a 

simple null model (intercept only) is used to apply the transformation to the predictor variables 

individually. This can have the effect of making the variable distributions more symmetric. 

 

3.2 FEATURE SELECTION 

Feature selection is one of the core concepts in machine learning, which greatly affects the performance 

of the model. The data function used to train the machine learning model has a great influence on the 

achievable performance. Feature selection and data cleaning should be the first and most important 

step of model design. 

Feature selection is the process by which you automatically or manually select those features that 

contribute the most to the predictor variable or output. Having irrelevant features in the data will reduce 

the accuracy of the model and make the model learn based on irrelevant features. 

3.2.1 Wrapper Method 

It select particular number of feature from pre-processing data. The working principle of the packaging 

method is to use a machine learning algorithm to evaluate feature subsets. The algorithm uses a search 

strategy to browse the space of possible feature subsets, and then evaluates each subset according to 

the performance of a given algorithm.  
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These methods are called greedy algorithms because their purpose is to find the best possible 

combination of features that lead to the best performance model, which will be computationally 

expensive and often impractical in the case of exhaustive searches. In fact, any combination of search 

strategies and machine learning algorithms can be used as a wrapper. 

 

3.2.1.1 Advantage 

 They detect the interaction between variables 

 They find the optimal feature subset for the desired machine learning algorithm 

3.2.1.2  Exhaustive Feature Selection 

This method tries all possible feature combinations. This is the most robust feature selection method 

covered so far. This is a brute-force evaluation of each feature subset. This means that it tries every 

possible combination of the variables and returns the best performing subset. 

 

3.3 LSTM NETWORK 

Once the features are selected, the feature vector is given to LSTM network layer. LSTM network 

predict the loan eligible candidate. An LSTM has a similar control flow as a recurrent neural network 

(RNN). It processes data passing on information as it propagates forward. The differences are the 

operations within the LSTM’s cells. LSTM created as the solution to short-term memory. They have 

internal mechanisms called gates that can regulate the flow of information.  

These gates can learn which data in a sequence is important to keep or throw away. By doing that, it 

can pass relevant information down the long chain of sequences to make predictions. Almost all state 

of the art results based on recurrent neural networks are achieved with these two networks. These 

operations are used to allow the LSTM to keep or forget information. 
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3.3.1 Architecture 

 

 

Fig 3.2 Architecture of LSTM Network 

 

3.3.2 Core Concept 

The core concept of LSTM’s are the cell state, and it’s various gates. The cell state act as a transport 

highway that transfers relative information all the way down the sequence chain.The cell state, can 

carry relevant information throughout the processing of the sequence. So even information from the 

earlier time steps can make it’s way to later time steps, reducing the effects of short-term memory. As 

the cell state goes on its journey, information get’s added or removed to the cell state via gates. The 

gates are different neural networks that decide which information is allowed on the cell state. The gates 

can learn what information is relevant to keep or forget during training. 

 

3.3.3 Gates 

Gates control the flow of information to/from the memory. They  controlled by a concatenation of the 

output from the previous time step and the current input and optionally the cell state vector. 
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3.3.3.1 Forget gate 

 First, LSTM have the forget gate. This gate decides what information should be thrown away or kept. 

Information from the previous hidden state and information from the current input is passed through 

the sigmoid function. Values come out between 0 and 1. The closer to 0 means to forget, and the closer 

to 1 means to keep. 

3.3.3.2 Input Gate 

To update the cell state, LSTM have the input gate. First, LSTM pass the previous hidden state and 

current input into a sigmoid function. That decides which values will be updated by transforming the 

values to be between 0 and 1. 0 means not important, and 1 means important. LSTM  also pass the 

hidden state and current input into the tanh function to squish values between -1 and 1 to help regulate 

the network. Then LSTM multiply the tanh output with the sigmoid output. The sigmoid output will 

decide which information is important to keep from the tanh output. 

3.3.3.3 Cell State 

Now LSTM should have enough information to calculate the cell state. First, the cell state gets point 

wise multiplied by the forget vector. This has a possibility of dropping values in the cell state if it gets 

multiplied by values near 0. Then take the output from the input gate and do a pointwise addition which 

updates the cell state to new values that the neural network finds relevant. That gives new cell state. 

3.3.3.4 Output Gate 

Last gate is output gate. The output gate decides what the next hidden state should be. Remember that 

the hidden state contains information on previous inputs. The hidden state is also used for predictions.  

First, pass the previous hidden state and the current input into a sigmoid function. Then pass the newly 

modified cell state to the tanh function. We multiply the tanh output with the sigmoid output to decide 

what information the hidden state should carry. The output is the hidden state. The new cell state and 

the new hidden is then carried over to the next time step 

3.3.4 Tanh activation 

The tanh activation is used to help regulate the values flowing through the network. The tanh function 

squishes values to always be between -1 and 1. 

3.3.5  Sigmoid 

Gates contains sigmoid activations. A sigmoid activation is similar to the tanh activation. Instead of 

squishing values between -1 and 1, it squishes values between 0 and 1. That is helpful to update or 

forget data because any number getting multiplied by 0 is 0, causing values to disappears or be 
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“forgotten.” Any number multiplied by 1 is the same value therefore that value stay’s the same or is 

“kept.” The network can learn which data is not important therefore can be forgotten or which data is 

important to keep. 

3.4 WHALE OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM 

Whale optimization algorithm was proposed by Jalili and Lewis for optimizing numerical problems 

(Mirjalili & Lewi, 2016). The algorithm simulates the intelligence hunting behavior of humpback 

whales. This foraging behavior is called bubble-net feeding method that is only be observed in 

humpback whales. The whales create the typical bubbles along a circle path while encircling prey 

during hunting. Simply, bubble-net hunting behavior could describe such that humpback whales dive 

down approximation 12 m and then create the bubble in a spiral shape around the prey and then swim 

upward the surface following the bubbles.  

 

Whales are fancy creatures. They are considered as the biggest mammals in the world. An adult whale 

can grow up to 30 meters long and 180 tons weight. There are seven different main species of this giant 

mammal such as Killer, Minke, Sei, Humpback, Right, Finback, and Blue whales. Whales are mostly 

considered as predators. They never sleep because they have to breathe from the surface of oceans. In 

fact, half of the brain only sleeps. The interesting thing about the whales is that they are considered as 

highly intelligent animals with emotion. 

According to Hof and Van Der Gucht [31], whales have common cells in certain areas of their brains 

similar to those of human called spindle cells. These cells are responsible for judgment, emotions, and 

social behaviors in humans. In other words the spindle cells make us distinct from other creatures. 

Whales have twice number of these cells than an adult human which is the main cause of their 

smartness. It has been proven that whale can think, learn, judge, communicate, and become even 
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emotional as a human does, but obviously with a much lower level of smartness. It has been observed 

that whales (mostly killer whales) are able to develop their own dialect as well. 

Another interesting point is the social behavior of whales. They live alone or in groups. However, they 

are mostly observed in groups. Some of their species (killer whales for instance) can live in a family 

over their entire life period. One of the biggest baleen whales is humpback whales (Megaptera 

novaeangliae). An adult humpback whale is almost as size of a school bus. Their favorite prey are krill 

and small fish herds. 

The most interesting thing about the humpback whales is their special hunting method. This foraging 

behavior is called bubble-net feeding method [50]. Humpback whales prefer to hunt school of krill or 

small fishes close to the surface. It has been observed that this foraging is done by creating distinctive 

bubbles along a circle or ‘9’-shaped path. Before 2011, this behavior was only investigated based on 

the observation from surface.  

However, Goldbogen et al. [20] investigated this behavior utilizing tag sensors. They captured 300 

tag-derived bubble-net feeding events of 9 individual humpback whales. They found two maneuvers 

associated with bubble and named them ‘upward-spirals’ and ‘double-loops’.  

In the former maneuver, humpback whales dive around 12 meters down and then start to create bubble 

in a spiral shape around the prey and swim up toward the surface. The later maneuver includes three 

different stages: coral loop, lobtail, and capture loop. Detailed information about these behavior can 

be found in [20] . 

It is worth mentioning here that bubble-net feeding is a unique behavior that can only be observed in 

humpback whales. In this work the spiral bubble-net feeding maneuver is mathematically modeled in 

order to perform optimization.In order to perform optimization, the mathematical model for spiral 

bubble-net feeding behavior is given as follows: 

3.4.1 Encircling prey 

Humpback whales can find the place of prey and encircle them. The WOA algorithm considers; current 

best search agent position be the target prey or close to the optimum point, and other search agents will 

try to update their position towards the best search agent. This behavior is formulated as the following 

equations: 

𝐷 = |𝐶. 𝑋∗(𝑡) − 𝑋(𝑡)|                       𝑒𝑞𝑢(3.1) 

𝑋(𝑡 + 1) = 𝑋∗(𝑡) − 𝐴. 𝐷                𝑒𝑞𝑢(3.2) 
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where t indicates the current iteration, X∗ is the position vector of the best solution have been obtained 

so far iteration t, X  is the position vector of each agent, | | is the absolute value, and . is an element-

by-element multiplication. The coefficient vectors A  and C  are calculated as follows: 

𝐴 = 2𝑎. 𝑟 − 𝑎                           𝑒𝑞𝑢(3.3) 

𝐶 = 2𝑟                                        𝑒𝑞𝑢(3.4) 

where a is linearly decreased from 2 to 0 over the course of the iteration and r is a random number 

[0,1]. 

3.4.2 Bubble-net attacking method 

The Bubble-net strategy is hybrid of combined two approaches that can be mathematically model as 

follows: 

3.4.2.1 Shrinking Encircling Mechanism 

This behavior of Whales simulated by decreasing the value of a  in the  above equation. Note that the 

fluctuation range of A  is also decreased by a . In other words, A  is a random value in the interval 

[−a,a] where a is decreased from 2 to 0 over the course of iterations. Setting random values for A  in 

[−1,1], the new position of a search agent can be defined anywhere in between the original position of 

the agent and the position of the current best agent. 

3.4.2.2. Spiral Updating Position 

In this approach, a spiral equation is created between the position of whale and prey to simulate the 

helix-shaped movement of humpback whales as follows: 

𝐷′ = |𝑋∗(𝑡) − 𝑋(𝑡)|                                            𝑒𝑞𝑢(3.5) 

𝑋(𝑡 + 1) = 𝐷′. 𝑒𝑏𝑙. cos(2𝜋𝑙) + 𝑋∗(𝑡)                 𝑒𝑞𝑢(3.6) 

where D′ is the distance between the whale and prey, b is constant defines the logarithmic shape, l is 

random in [−1,1] and is an element-by-element multiplication. 

Indeed, humpback whales swim along a spiral-shaped path and at the same time within shrinking circle. 

Assuming a probability of 50%, choosing either the shrinking encircling movement or the spiral model 

movement is simulated during iterations of the algorithm. It means that: 

𝑋(𝑡 + 1) = {
𝑋∗(𝑡) − 𝐴. 𝐷,  𝑖𝑓 𝑝 < 0,5

𝐷′. 𝑒𝑏𝑙. cos(2𝜋𝑙) + 𝑋∗(𝑡), 𝑖𝑓 𝑝 ≥ 0.5
             𝑒𝑞𝑢(3.7) 

where p is a random number in [0,1]. 
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3.4.3 Search for prey 

Almost all meta-heuristic algorithms explore the optimum using random selection. In the bubble-net 

method, the position of the optimal design is not known, so humpback whales search for prey 

randomly. In contrast to the exploitation phase with A  in interval [−1,1] in this phase consider, A  be 

a vector of the random values greater than 1 or less than −1. With this assumption, search agent able 

to move far away from a reference whale. In return, the position of search agent will be updated 

according to randomly chosen from search agent, instead of the best search agent found so far. These 

two actions formulated as follows: 

𝐷 = |𝐶. 𝑋𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 − 𝑋|                       𝑒𝑞𝑢(3.8) 

𝑋(𝑡 + 1) = 𝑋𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 − 𝐴. 𝐷                𝑒𝑞𝑢(3.9) 

where  𝑋𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑  is a random position vector. 

The WOA algorithm starts from a set of random solutions. At each iteration, search agents update their 

position according to the above explanations. WOA is a global optimizer. Adaptive variation of the 

search vector A, A allows the WOA algorithm easily transit between exploration and exploitation. 

Furthermore, WOA includes only two main internal parameters to be adjusted. High exploration ability 

of WOA is due to the position updating mechanism of Whales using (3.9). High exploitation and 

convergence are emphasized, which originate from (3.6) and (3.2). These equations show that the 

WOA algorithm is able to provide high local optima avoidance and convergence speed during the 

course of the iteration. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This section presents the simulation results of the proposed method for loan eligibility prediction. 

Then, the performance is analyzed with such metrics are precision,accuracy and mean-square-error.  

4.1 Dataset description 

The dataset contains Dream Housing Finance company deals in all home loans. They have presence 

across all urban, semi urban and rural areas. This data set contain the details about the loan candidate. 

The details are, Gender, Marital Status, Education, Number of Dependents, Income, Loan Amount, 

Credit History and others. 

4.2 Experimental set up 

The proposed method of loan eligibility prediction is implemented using PYTHON under Pycharm 

framework with tensorflow backend.  
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4.3 Evaluation metrics 

The performance of the proposed method is analyzed by accuracy, mse and precision. These metrics 

are explained as follows: 

 

 

 

 

𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
1

𝑛
∑(𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖 − 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖)

𝑛

𝑛=1

 

 

Where, TN denotes True Negative, TP indicates True Positive, FN denotes False Negative and FP 

signifies False Positive. 

4.4 Comparative analysis 

Figure 3 shows the performance analysis of credit card fraud detection methods based on various 

percentage of training data. While using the percentage of training data is 50, the existing neural 

network achieved 60% precision. However, the proposed deep neural network acquires the higher 

value of 72.5%. Thus, the proposed algorithm attains higher precision value of 90% when compared 

with the neural network in 70% of training data. Similarly, the performance analysis of accuracy is 

shown in figure 4. The existing neural network obtains 67.43% while using the percentage of training 

data is 50 but the proposed method achieves the accuracy of 70%. Rather than the existing method, the 

proposed algorithm achieves 90% of accuracy value for 70% of training data.  
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Fig.3. Comparative analysis based on precision 

 

Fig.3. Comparative analysis based on accuracy 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

The alarming increase in fraudulent credit card usage has stressed the fraud management systems 

currently in use in banks and other institution that process credit card transaction. To progress safety 

measures of the monetary transaction systems in a habitual and effectual way, structure a precise and 
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well organized credit card scam detection system is one of the essential functions for money 

transactions. Accordingly, deep neural network based method is developed in this paper for credit card 

fraud detection. Here, four important steps such as, 1) Payment Request terminal, 2) Request based 

feature extraction, 3) Feature augmentation, 4) Deep Neural Network is used for the detection of 

fraudulent behavior of the credit card users. Finally, the experimentation is performed with benchmark 

dataset and the results proved that the proposed method attained the accuracy of 90% which is higher 

when compared with the existing neural network. In future, the optimization methods can be applied 

for improvement of training process of deep neural network.  
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